Abstract
Introduction
Convolutional neural network is inspired by biological neural network. There is a weight sharing network structure to make it more similar to the biological neural networks, reducing the complexity of the network model and the number of weights. CNN has a local perception area, hierarchical, feature extraction and classification process combined with the characteristics of the global training. It is obtained widespread application in the field of image recognition.
The evolution of the nature is composed of population genetic evolution and individual learning. Congenital gene and acquired learning decides the individual fitness to the environment. Because the individual living environment is different, the individual learning samples are different. Regard Each CNN as an individual and seeing from the perspective of individual learning, the parameters of the initial value selection is a historical problem. People often give initial value in the form of experience. This approach is often subjective. If it is able to use genetic algorithm to obtain the optimal individual parameters of the initial value, this is an exciting and worth exploring direction to try. Previously, there is not document mentioned combination of genetic algorithm with CNN on experiment. This paper presents an improved genetic algorithm. Each individual sample order of training data set is random. This leads to an advantage to improve the generalization of the model. Because a random sample data set is equal to the introduction of the random factors, to improve generalization.
In this article, we design a model of a hybrid genetic algorithm and CNN. The model will select the characteristic of CNN by crossover and mutation based on genetic algorithm.
Algorithm Constitute
This article GACNN model is consisted of CNN parts and GA algorithm. CNN model exists as individual in the GA algorithm. GA algorithm's fitness function accords to the validation set S valid error rate instead of the training set S train error rate. Its advantage is that model generalization is better; Crossover operation's exchanging is based on feature unit. It matches the purpose to define each convolution kernels that is all down connecting weights and threshold value for a feature. The GA algorithm can choose the better expression of characteristics. During each individual CNN model train, the order of sample is random. Regarding The CNN model as individual existence in the GA algorithm, the relevant literature study is less, and there is almost no more models applied to the large number samples. This paper hopes to get actual experimental results of GACNN model under the large sample, verifying the performance of the GACNN model compared with pure CNN model.
CNN
Convolution neural network (CNN) [5] is a multilayer supervised learning framework. It can be seen as two parts: an automatic feature extraction and a neural network training classifier. Feature extractor includes feature mapping layer and retrieval from the original image recognition function through the two operations: convolution filtering and sampling. In the convolution model of this paper, the characteristics of the nuclear map size are 5 * 5 pixels, and the subsampling size are 2 * 2. Classifier is implementated by softmax function and argmax function.
This article does not use complex CNN structure [6] , but refer to simplify the structure of the CNN [7] . Our CNN structure is shown in Figure 1 .There are seven layers.
CNN training algorithm uses CUDA GPU stream processors equipment to parallel convolution of the neural network calculation [convolution neural network recognition algorithm based on CUDA technology].The purpose is to improve the training speed. E) Flat layer corresponds to flatter neurons of S4 maps, such as a feature layer S4 figure map flatter to a linear 49 neurons. All S4 figure will be changed into the linear layer of neurons.
F) The entire flat linear neurons will be connected to the output layer neurons. This layer is the output of the network layer. If it is to identify 0-9, the layer has 10 nodes.
Output vector can be get like this:o(x) = G(b + Wh(x)), h(x) is the output of the flat floor for the input x. Function G can be defined as a function of softmax function:
The function can get the probability value for each category (on the MNIST data set, the Numbers 0 to 9). So you can use argmax function to achieve classification probability value to obtain the biggest class labels:
CNN Training:
BP (backpropagation algorithm) algorithm was used to study the parameter set ( , ).
GA Algorithm
GA algorithm is mimic natural biological genetic and evolutionary process. In 1975, it is first introduced by Holland JH [8] . It is mainly used in the use of computers to solve optimization problems. What is the typical application of genetic algorithm is to search the large "space" of possible solutions of the problem effectively [9] [10] [11] . GA uses the generations of evolutionary random individual to do searching. A new generation of members of the individual comes from the previous generation of crossover and mutation, and the concept of the imitation selection comes from Darwin's natural selection [12] . GA randomly generates candidate solution to form initial population [13] [14] [15] . In every generation, all individuals are ranked. The most possible to adapt to the environment in probability of the individual is selected as the "father". Forming on the basis of future population (or the next "generations"), it is to replace the current population [16] . Repeating this process, there will produce more and more individual that have the ability to solve the problem [17] . The genes of the new generation individuals are created by genetic operations of crossover and mutation [18] . The specific implementation of Crossover and mutation depends on the solution which is selected and said to be the effective solution of application field. In this paper, the improvement to classical GA algorithm is focused on the design of fitness function, crossover operation with convolution kernels as cross genes, each individual operation using random order sample set. The following is the algorithm description:
The GA algorithm can be defined as a space of seven dimensions:
We regard M as the population size, F as individual fitness evaluation function, and s as selecting operator, c as crossover operator, m as the mutation operator, the pc as the proportion of crossover operation, pm as the proportion of variation. GA algorithm defines a pool to hold the new generation of the next generation of individuals. The size of the pool is 2M. We compute the individual fitness within pool, and converts individual fitness to individuals selected probability value according to certain probability transformation formula, and select M individuals to form the next generation of population by the probability value.
Fitness is to measure the degree of a species to adapt to living environment. On the survival environment, the species of high fitness will get more chances. And those species with low fitness to adapt to the living environment will get less chance. What's worse, they will extinct gradually. In this paper, the fitness function of GACNN model is:
The e is the error rates for the individual model on validation set S valid .You can see the smaller error rate, the bigger the fitness.
Selection is the certain probability operation from a selected number of individuals in a population. This paper model uses function Q i and R i :
When each individual's R i are normalized to R i ′ , and we set R i ,, = R i ′ + β. Then each individual's R i ,, are normalized to get the probability P i of each individual value.
According to the probability values we define the each individual range
)of probability. According to the random function to obtain the random value, if the random value falls on the middle of τ i , the individual i is selected.
Crossover is the exchanged operation at the same location between two chromosomes. After exchanging, it becomes two new chromosomes. It is also called genetic recombination. In CNN model, we only exchange layer weights and threshold value of C1 and C3. Each convolution kernels contains weights which are down connection and threshold. We can regard each convolution kernels as a feature mapping. We cross to the individual. That is the exchange of the characteristics. So every time when we need to exchange, we can only exchange a convolution kernel connection weights and threshold nodes.
Variation is that when the cell is to reproduce, there could be some small probability replication errors. Thus there occurs some mutations in the DNA, and new chromosomes appear. To individual CNN model, we randomly select a convolution kernels, and then modify the convolution kernels all the weights that are down connection and thresholds.
The Algorithm after Combining with Two Parts:
A) Set the initial value, generation g = 0. B) If g is greater than the maximum evolution generation gmax, then output the best individual, and quit, if not then continue.
i) M*pc times to select two individuals from the population, then cross, then generate 2*M*pc CNN individuals in the pool.
ii) M*pm times to choose an individual, then mutate, and generate M*pm CNN individuals in the pool.
iii) 2M-2*M*pc-M*pm times to select from a population in the individual, then directly put into the pool. 
Introduction of the Experiment
3.1. In this paper, the experiment use MNIST data set. It is composed of handwritten digital image. It is divided into 60000 train data and 10000 test data. Training data is further divided into 50000 train training data set and 10000 valid validation data set. In order to facilitate the selection of model parameters, all the images did the standardized processing. The size of each image is 28 * 28. In the original data, the image pixel into common gray image (gray level range 0 ~ 255). The experimental results of 2.5 are as follows:
International 
Analysis of Experimental Results
According to the above experimental data, we get the following conclusions: A. Comparing the experiment results of the GACNN model with the experiment results of the CNN (20-15) model, we discovered GACNN model's performance is better than that of pure CNN model. The best individual error rate is reduced on the valid data set. The reason is that GACNN model is optimized by genetic algorithm.
B. From the GACNN model experiment results, we can see that the more iterative generations, the better. Due to the role of genetic algorithm, when we are searching for the optimal model, there always is the opportunity to jump out of local optimum and approach to the global optimal. But with the evolution being, the best individual error rate declining will become more and slower.
C. According to table 1，we can analyze groups of experimental data, and calculate mathematical expectation and variance. In probability theory and mathematical statistics, the standard deviation is a measure that decides dispersion degree of a set of data .A larger standard deviation means that most of the value is more different from the average; a smaller standard deviation means that the numerical value is close to the average. We can from table 1 where the standard deviation value is small, experimental results of the other random initial model is close to mathematical expectation. With this conclusion, we can further approximate think that the results of CNN (240-180) and CNN (350-250) is the same as the mathematical expectation of CNN (240-180) and CNN (350-250).
D. According to table 1, we compare three groups of experimental data. We found that the more the number of convolution kernels is, the result of mathematical expectation is more optimal. That is to say that the relations of the error rate's mathematical expectation of the CNN , (40-30) and CNN (80-60) on valid set is as follows: 0.0145 > 0.0128 > 0.0120, and the relation of the error rate's mathematical expectation on the test set is as follows: 0.0139 > 0.0134 > 0.0108. The more the convolution kernel is, the more characteristic is expressed. So the performance is better. Comparing the CNN (40-30) and CNN (80-60) with GACNN experimental results, we found that although the CNN (40-30), CNN (80-60) convolution kernels is more and GACNN convolution kernel number is less at the same time, GACNN is the optimal characteristics of genetic algorithm selected. So the model has good generalization and better performance.
E. When performing CNN(350-250) training, because the convolution kernels number is too much, 2G of GPU memory is nearly depleted. The size of GPU memory is the key factor in parallel computing. When more convolution neural network of convolution kernels parallel computing, the model is restricted by the GPU memory size. But GACNN model chooses less number of convolution kernels; therefore it is constrained by the GPU memory less. According to the data in table 2 (the approximate mathematical expectation) and the results of model GACNN we found that GACNN model performance is much better than convolution model. So the universality of GACNN model is better.
Sum Up the Main Points
The training result of Convolutional neural network (CNN) is affected by the weights of initial value largely. At the same time there is no better way to get better features of expression. This article choose less convolution kernels CNN model as the genetic individual, and use genetic algorithm to selection of convolution kernels. The evolutionary model has better characteristics of expression. And every training in the process of genetic evolution, the data set is random. It is like the introduction of random factor. At the same time, the crossover and mutation of genetic also bring random factors. To some extent, it overcome the over fitting and improves the generalization. So the model has good universality. The experimental comparison results show that the characteristics of the individual's model which comes from genetic screening are some better characteristics. Its performance has large improvement. The next research direction is to combine deep belief networks [19, 20] with genetic algorithm. The purpose is to improve the performance of deep belief networks.
